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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dependent Arising (prĀtītya-sĀmutp‾dĀ, or “dependent origination,” 
“conditioned co-arising”) Ās the “middle doctrine” is regarded as the basis of all 
early Buddhist teachings, with which Buddhism steers clear of the two 
extremes of sĀssĀtĀv‾dĀ and ucchedĀv‾dĀ and establishes the epistemological 
and psychological principle of impermanence, non-self, suffering, as well as its 
moral practice of the “Middle Path”. When Yog‾c‾rĀ School was established 
later, on the one hand their interpretation of “Dependent Arising” should be 
accordant to Buddhist tradition; on the other hand it is necessary to represent 
the doctrine in order to adjust to their theoretical stance. In this essay, I would 
examine the doctrine of Dependent Arising reflected in MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha to 
see how Yog‾c‾rĀ’s interpretĀtion of the doctrine is developed from 
abhidharmic background. 
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2. THE DEFINITION OF DEPENDENT 

ARISING IN EARLY BUDDHISM 

To begin with, the doctrine of Dependent Arising in early Buddhism should 
be clarified. The Dependent Arising is defined by Buddha Ās “When this exists, 
that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises. (Imasmiṃ sati idaṃ hoti, 
imĀssupp‾d‾ idĀṃ uppajjati) … When this does not exist, that does not come 
to be; with the cessation of this, that ceases. (Imasmiṃ asati idaṃ na hoti, 
imĀssĀ nirodh‾ idĀṃ nirujjhati)”1 It is noted that in the context where this 
definition is given, Buddha applies the doctrine to both the causation of the 
arising of consciousness Ās “the sequence of the cognitive process” and the 
twelve-fĀctored formulĀ Ās “the cĀusĀl structure of individuĀl existence in its 
saṃs‾ric dimension”.2 

This definition seems to suggest that, with A as condition arises B while A 
might remain. For example, when we sĀy “with ignorance (avidya) as condition 
is conditioning forces (saṃsk‾rĀ, or volitions)”, it doesn’t necessĀrily meĀn 
ignorance extinguish at the time when conditioning forces arise, rather, 
ignorance functions in every stage of the twelve-factored formula. Likewise, a 
consciousness should co-exist with its sense-base and object. 

However, in time of abhidharmic Buddhism, the Kṣaṇikav‾dins, including 
SĀrv‾stiv‾dins and Sautrantika-s who regard that dharma-s are momentary, 
argued the possibility of simultaneous causality in terms of cognition: 
Vaibhaṣika-s claim that “the sense fĀculty serving Ās the supporting āĀsis 
(‾śrĀyĀ) and the object serving as the object qua condition 
(‾lĀmāĀnĀ-pratyaya), necessarily exist in one and the same moment as the 
sensory consciousness…”3 To the contrary, Sautrantika-s hold that the cause 
must prior to the effect, the moment we have sensory consciousness must 
posterior to the moment of the existence of sense faculty and its object, so that 
even we are not able to grasp the external world directly.4 

                                                             
1 MĀh‾tĀṇh‾sĀṅkhaya Sutta, MN. i. 263, 264. <http://suttacentral.net/mn38/pi> 

[18/12/2013]. English translation cited from Bhikkhu Bodhi and Bhikkhu Nanamoli, The 
Middle Length Discourses of the BuddhĀ: A TrĀnslĀtion of the MĀjjhimĀ Nik‾yĀ (Boston: 
Wisdom Publications, 2009), <http://suttacentral.net/mn38/en> [18/12/2013]. What 
worth noted here are the P‾li words “imasmin” (on this) Ānd “imassa”(to this), the 
locĀtive cĀse Ānd the dĀtive cĀse of “this” respectively, rĀther thĀn the ĀālĀtive cĀse “from 
this”. 

2 See Y. Karunadasa, Early Buddhist Teachings: The Middle Position in Theory and Practice 
(Hong Kong: HKU, 2013), p. 26. 

3 Bhikkhu KL Dhammajoti, Abhidharma Doctrines and Controversies on Perception (Hong Kong: 
Centre of Buddhist Studies, the University of Hong Kong, 2007), p. 137. 

4 Ibid., p. 152. 

http://suttacentral.net/mn38/pi
http://suttacentral.net/mn38/en
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3. YOGĀCĀRA’S DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

NOTION OF DEPENDENT ARISING 

3.1 THE EXPOSITION OF DEPENDENT ARISING IN EARLY 

YOGĀCĀRA 

The eĀrliest Yog‾c‾rĀ’s interpretĀtion of Dependent Arising is found in the 
Saṃdhinirmocana-sūtrĀ, where the intrinsic nature of other-dependent 
(paratantra, abbr. PT) is defined as twelve-factored Dependent Arising: 

[the PT characteristic of dharma-s] is the very conditioned co-production of 
dharma-s. ThĀt is: “this āeing thĀt comes to āe; from the Ārising of this thĀt 
Ārises”—‘the conditionings Ārise with ignorĀnce Ās the condition’; etc. up to: ‘in 
this way, the whole heap of duḥkha comes to āe.’5 

Likewise, the commentary section (viniścĀyĀ) of Yog‾c‾rĀāhūmi-ś‾strĀ, which 
is based on the Saṃdhinirmocana-sūtrĀ, inherits the definition of PT as 
twelve-factored Dependent Arising. But it should be noted that the content of 
PT is also enumerated in this text: 

How many karma-s (業) could the PT intrinsic nature produce? Answer: Five, 
too. first, the nature of being able to produce all the contaminated dharma-s (能
生所有雜染法性)…6 

Thus, this paragraph shows that PT could karmicly produce all the 
contaminated dharma-s. However, there is no further elaboration on the issue 
in this text. In addition, the nature of being able to produce all the 
contaminated dharma-s seems to be not quite correspondent to the 
twelve-factored formula. In fact, it is in MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha that two types of 
Dependent Arising are clarified.7 

 

                                                             
5 DhĀmmĀjoti, “The Tri-lakṣaṇa Doctrine in the Saṃdhinirmocana-sūtrĀ,” in Doctrines of the 

EĀrly IndiĀn Yog‾c‾rĀ, 2013, p. 1. cf. 諸法依他起相，謂一最法緣生自性┛則9此有故彼
有，此生故彼生┛:謂無明緣行，乃至招集純大朓蘊┛(T16, 693a.)  

6 問◇依他起自性能為幾業？答◇亦五┛一，能生所有雜染法性┛(T30, 705c.) Similar statement 
is also found in AsaṅgĀ’s }ryĀv‾c‾prĀkĀrĀṇa-ś‾strĀ, cf. T31, 508b. 

7 According to Yin-shun(印順), MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha was probably written before the 
commentĀry section of Yog‾c‾rĀāhūmi, for the former text hĀd merely mentioned seven 
consciousnesses while the latter expanded to eight. See Yin-shun, Indian Buddhism (印度
之貝教)(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2011),p.176-181. 
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3.2 DEPENDENT ARISING IN MAHĀYĀNASAṂGRAHA 

In Mah‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha, two types of Dependent Arising are distinguished: 

Here in the Greater Vehicle, there is Dependent Arising which is subtle 
(*sūkṣm‾) and very profound (*ĀtigĀmāhīrĀ). In brief, there are two types of 
Dependent Arising: 1. the Dependent Arising that distinguishes the intrinsic nature 
(再別自性緣起 ; *svĀāh‾vĀ-viāh‾gin-prĀtītyĀ-sĀmutp‾dĀ, abbr. SVPS), 2. the 
Dependent Arising that distinguishes the agreeable and the disagreeable (再別愛
非愛緣起; *iṣṭa-aniṣṭa-viāh‾gin-prĀtītyĀ-sĀmutp‾dĀ, abbr. IAVPS).  

Herein, in dependence on the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ, dharma-s arises — this is called 
Dependent Arising that distinguishes the intrinsic nature, for it is of the nature of 
being the condition for the distinction of the various intrinsic natures. 

There is also the 12-factored Dependent Arising — this is called the Dependent 
Arising that distinguishes the agreeable and the disagreeable; it is of the nature of 
being the condition for the distinction of the various existences (‾tmĀ-āh‾vĀ), 
ĀgreeĀāle or disĀgreeĀāle, with regĀrd to the good Ānd āĀd destinies…8 

Herein, it can be seen that Yog‾c‾rĀ’s concept of Dependent Arising differs 
from its original application. On the one hand, the SVPS is based on the 
‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ as seeds which gives rise to all phenomena (dharma); on the 
other hand, what the IAVPS as the twelve-factored Dependent Arising brings 
into focus is its karmic sense, as it points out good and evil destinies (趣). Some 
scholars thus depict the two types of Dependent Arising as synchronic and 
diachronic respectively.9 

In fact, the expansion of the scope of Dependent Arising is in accordance 
with the variation of the definition of PT in MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha. When PT is 
characterized as cognitions (*vijñapti) “having ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ as seeds and 
subsumed as untrue conceptualization (虛妄再別)”10 in MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha, it 
is referred from both the aspect of seeds for phenomenal existence and the 
aspect of individual existences as karmic retributions. Hereupon, Asaṅga 

                                                             
8 Bhikkhu KL DhĀmmĀjoti, “The Developed Doctrine of VijñĀptim‾trĀ,” in Doctrines of the Early 

IndiĀn Yog‾c‾rĀ, 2013, p. 6. Cf. 如是緣起於大乘中極細甚深┛又朅略說有二緣起◇一者再
別自性緣起，二者再別愛非愛緣起┛此中依止阿賴耶識諸法生起，是雛9再別自性緣起:，

以能再別種種自性為緣性故┛復有十二支緣起，是雛9再別愛非愛緣起:，以於善趣┚惡趣

能再別愛┚非愛種種自體為緣性故┛(T31, 134c-135a) Also cf. Étienne Lamotte, 
MĀh‾y‾nĀsĀṃgraha: LĀ Somme du GrĀnd Véhicule d’AsĀṅga, trans. Gelongm a Karm a 
Migme Chodron, p. 59. 

9 See William S. Waldron, The Buddhist Unconscious: The }lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ in the Context of 
Indian Buddhist Thought (London and New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003), p. 134. 

10 DhĀmmĀjoti, “The Developed Doctrine of VijñĀptim‾trĀ,” p. 2. cf. 此中何者依他起相？謂阿
賴耶識為種子，虛妄再別所攝諸識┛(T31, 137c, ff.)  
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enumerated eleven-fold cognitions and distinguished them into three 
categories originated from three sorts of seeds of the perfuming, i.e. seeds of 
the perfuming of words (雛言熏習種子), that of Self-view (耡見熏習種子) and 
that of existence-factors (有支熏習種子 ). It is noted that the seeds of 
perfuming of words, containing nine types of cognitions which subsume the 
world totality as eighteen elements11, is relevant to SVPS; while the seeds of 
perfuming of existence-factors in the light of the destinies of rebirth12 pertains 
to IAVPS. Therefore, Asaṅga concludes that “It is because of these cognitions, 
pertaining to (*saṃgṛhītĀ) the contamination in all elements (界; *dh‾tu) and 
destinies (趣), PT as untrue conceptualization become manifested.”13 

Hereto, some preliminary conclusions could be drawn on the issue of the 
Dependent Arising in Mah‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha: 

(1) There are two types of Dependent Arising, one is in dependence on the 
‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ where all seeds of dharma-s are stored, giving rise to 
eighteen elements, the world of phenomena; the other, characterized as 
the twelve-factored Dependent Arising, puts emphasis on the karmic 
retribution of an individual existence, concerning rebirth in different 
destinies in saṃs‾rĀ. Between the twofold Dependent Arising, the SVPS 
proposed by Yog‾c‾rĀ is relatively a new idea to Buddhism. 

(2) The Dependent Arising is correspondent to the PT intrinsic nature. As PT 
is linked to ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ as seeds in this text, both of the two types of 
Dependent Arising are related to the seeds of different sorts of 
cognitions: SVPS is concerned with the seeds of perfuming of words; 
while IAVPS is in relation to the seeds of perfuming of 

                                                             
11 Including (1) cognitions which are the body (身), (2) what possesses the body (身者, defiled 

mind), and (3) the experiencer (受者, the mental element); (4)the cognition 
experienceable by them (彼所受識, the objects of the six consciousness); (5) the 
cognition which experiences them (彼能受識, the six consciousnesses); (6) 
temporality-cognition; (7) number-cognition; (8) location-cognition; (9) linguistic usage 
cognition. (See Dhammajoti, “The Developed Doctrine of VijñĀptim‾trĀ,” p. 2-3.) As it is 
explained by Asaṅga, the first three cognitions are six inner elements (*‾dhy‾tmikĀdh‾tu), 
eye, etc.; the following cognition ecperienceable by preceding ones are six outer elements 
(*ā‾hyĀdh‾tu), color, etc.; and the cognition which experiences the preceding ones, 
six-consciousness elements, visual consciousness, etc., ( cakṣurjñ‾n‾di-ṣĀddh‾tu). 
(Lamotte, MĀh‾y‾nĀsĀṃgraha, p.133.) cf. 此中身身者受者識，應知即是眼等六內界◆彼
所受識，應知即是色等六外界◆彼能受識，應知即是眼等六識界┛(T31, 138a) 

12 “The cognition of dying Ānd reāirth in either good or evil plĀnes of existence, this is the seeds 
of perfuming of existence-factors.”(朅善趣惡趣死生識，此由有支熏習種子┛(T31, 138a)) 
cf. DhĀmmĀjoti, “The Developed Doctrine of VijñĀptim‾trĀ,” p. 3. 

13 由此諸識，一最界趣雜染所攝，依他起相，虛妄再別皆得顯現┛(T31, 138a) Cf. Lamotte, 
MĀh‾y‾nĀsĀṃgraha, p. 129. 
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existence-factors.14 

Nevertheless, how Yog‾c‾rĀ-s develop the notion of Condition Co-arising is 
yet to be examined. Hereinafter, I am going to start with examining the IAVPS, 
followed by SVPS, to see how the notion of Dependent Arising is developed 
from the abhidharmic sources and re-interpreted in the Yog‾c‾rĀ mĀnner. 

3.3 THE DEPENDENT ARISING THAT DISTINGUISHES 

THE AGREEABLE AND THE DISAGREEABLE 

As noted above, it is Buddhist tradition to speak of Dependent Arising in 
terms of the twelve-factored formula from the earliest time.15 Early Buddhism 
highlights the significance of the factor of craving (tṛṣṇ‾), which should be 
ceased; MĀh‾y‾nists seem to lay more emphasis on the factor of ignorance, 
regarding which to be the ultimate origin of suffering (duḥkha) and thus should 
be extinguished. However, what Yog‾c‾rĀ ārings into focus in the formula is 
mainly the factor of conditioning forces (saṃsk‾rĀ) as karma which brings forth 
to the rebirth in different planes, so much so that it is specifically on karmic 
retribution (業異熟果) that they focus when speaking about the twelve-factored 
Dependent Arising. 

It is interesting that the relationship between karmic cause-and-effect and 
Dependent Arising should have been not identical. The karmic cause is always 
compared to seed, and its effect, fruit. When a seed becomes mature it turns to 
be a plant and finally fruit— the seed exists only before it sprouts. To the 
contrary, as already explained, the early definition of Dependent Arising doesn’t 
necessitate the disappearing of conditions when the conditioned(s) come to 
arise — even, according to the definition, if the conditions are no more, the 
conditioned(s) would be extinguished at all. Although the sutta-piṭaka 
sometimes uses cause and condition as synonyms, the homogenization of 
Dependent Arising and karmic cause-and-effect is not in line with early 
Buddhist doctrine. 

In reality, according to Sautrantika’s seeds (bījĀ) theory, the seed are merely 
confined within the bound of karma. For Sautrantika, the seeds are regarded as 
“Āll the efficĀcies, successive Ānd immediĀte, of the psycho-physical complex 
                                                             
14 It is also noted that IAVPS is not mentioned to have anything to do with seeds in 

‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ when it is first stated together with SVPS. Hereto Yin-shun explains that 
both of the Dependent Arising are established within the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ — one is presented 
in terms of the perfuming of words and the other in terms of the perfuming of 
existence-factors.(see Yin-shun(印順), An ElĀāorĀtion on MĀh‾y‾nĀsĀṃgraha (攝大乘論
講記)(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2011), p. 59.)  

15 Although only some five or ten factors are mentioned in some places in the earliest sūtrĀ-s, 
all Buddhists later admit the twelve-factored formula. See Yin-shun, Origination of 
Mere-Cognition (唯識學探源)(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2011), p. 7-16. 
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(n‾mĀ-rūpĀ), in generating their own effects (‘fruit’)”,16 it is “a distinctive 
transformation of the serial continuity (saṃtati-pariṇ‾mĀ-viśeṣa)”17 It can be 
thus seen that what it amounts to is a person’s serial continuity, and there is no 
mentioning about the external world. 

In addition, it is noted that among the three sūtra-s translated by Xuan-zang 

on the doctrine of Dependent Arising, which are all presented in the manner of 

twelve factors, Vikalpa-pratītya-samutpāda-dharmottara-praveśa- sūtra (再別

緣起初勝法門經) mentions the idea of bīja, which probably reflects Yogācāra’s 
early understanding of the seeds doctrine. When answering the question about 

the condition of ignorance, Buddha says:  

The threefold perfuming of conditioning forces can settle down in the 

retribution consciousness which has arisen and ceased at present. In this manner, 

[the retribution consciousness] persists the new-born seeds of re-existence (後有; 

*punarbhava). Because of the persisting the new-born seeds of re-existence, the 

psycho-physical complex, six sense-bases, contact, sensation contained by the 

re-existence in what to be born arise one after another.18 

It can be seen that (1) the seeds are clearly referred in terms of rebirth, (2) the 

seeds are said to be persisted in the retribution consciousness, which is in 

relation to karma. Thus, Yog‾c‾rĀ’s early usĀge of the term “seeds” on the one 
hand remains its abhidharmic sense of karmic cause and personal serial 
continuity, on the other hand veers to the issue of rebirth in the context of 
twelve-factored Dependent Arising. 

However, so far, the seeds theory has not yet been applied to the whole 
formula of twelve-factored Dependent Arising. There is one problem to be 
solved before the establishment of “seeds of perfuming of existence-fĀctors”: 
The Dependent Arising and karmic cause-and-effect are two different things!  

Here, VaibhaṣikĀ’s theory of simultĀneous cĀusĀlity comes to their support. 

As noted earlier, Vaibhaṣika maintains that although all dharma-s exist for 
only one moment, it is possible to have sense-base together with object as 
causes and correspondent consciousness as effect at the same moment. In fact, 
the idea that the former two are causes and the last is effect is foreign to early 
Buddhism, which merely considers that with the sense faculties and objects as 

                                                             
16 Dhammajoti, Abhidharma Doctrines and Controversies on Perception, pp. 97-98. 
17 cf. 且執何法雛為種子？謂雛與色，於生自果，所有展轉隣近功能，此由相續轉變差別┛(T29, 

397b) 
18 能於現在已得生滅異熟識中安置諸行Х種習氣┛由此方便，攝受後有新生種子┛攝受後有新

種子故，於當生中所起後有所攝雛色┚六處┚觸┚受次第而生┛(T16, 838b) cf. Han, Qingjing 
(韓清淨), Yuan-qi-san-jing Ke-shi (緣起Х經科釋) (Hong Kong: Fo-zhe-shu-she, 
1998), p. 189-91. 
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conditions are consciousnesses, thus there is the union of the three. 
SĀrv‾stiv‾dins, to the contrĀry, since they āelieve in the reĀl existence of Āll 
dharma-s which must have causal efficacies19, has to set the relationship 
between sense-faculty together with object and consciousness in a mechanical 
way, i.e. cause and effect. 

When it comes to Yog‾c‾rĀ, they seem to hĀve adopted the frame of 
VaibhaṣikĀ’s theory of simultaneous causality, but fill it with the theory of 
karmic seeds from Sautrantika. Accordingly, Yog‾c‾rĀ proposes that the seeds 
as cause co-exist with their manifestations as effect. Notwithstanding, this is 
not the whole of Yog‾c‾rĀs’ simultĀneous causality; moreover, what they 
present is the doctrine of simultaneous mutual causality between seeds and 
manifestations, which is going to be discussed later. 

It should āe Ālso noticed thĀt when Āāsorāing the seed theory, the Yog‾c‾rĀ 
prudently distinguishes the difference between the internal seeds and external 
seeds thus avoids the possible impugnation of the simultaneous causality. In 
early Buddhist texts, seed is sometimes used as the simile of cause; later, 
Sautrantika develops the term as a metaphor of potentiality for karmic effect, 
but a seed is considered to be a conceptualized existent (prajñaptisat) rather 
than a real entity (dravya)20. For Yog‾c‾rĀs, Ās they hold the relative existence 
of PT intrinsic nature as ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ, the seeds must exist in true sense. 
However, as the seeds of plant are impossible to co-exist with their fruits, it is 
necessary to distinguish the internal karmic seeds from the external seeds of 
plants in order to maintain the theory of simultaneous causality. In addition, 
from the perspective of mere-cognition, the external seeds are also 
manifestation of the internal seeds, so they are different in nature though 
sharing the same characteristics — according to Asvabh‾vĀ( 無 性 )’s 
commentary, the external seeds are conventional truth (世俗諦) while the 
internal seeds are ultimate truth (勝義諦).21 

Generally speaking, from the Sautrantika’s theory of karmic seeds, which 
are characterized as a person’s serial continuity, Yog‾c‾rĀ-s initially develop 
their notion of seed as karmic retribution during the rebirth. Later, by combining 
the seeds theory Ānd SĀrv‾stiv‾din’s theory of simultĀneous cĀusĀlity, Yog‾c‾rĀ 
put forward the simultaneous mutual causality of seed and its manifestation, 
which makes it possible to apply the seeds theory to twelve-factored 
Dependent Arising. Thus, the notion of seeds of perfuming of existence-factors 

                                                             
19 Bhikkhu KL Dhammajoti, SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ AāhidhĀrmĀ (Hong Kong: Centre of Buddhist Studies, 

the University of Hong Kong, 2007), p. 184. Cf. Abhidharma-ny‾y‾nus‾rĀ-ś‾strĀ: 故一最
法，皆能凱因┛(T29, 429a) 

20 See Waldron, The Buddhist Unconscious, pp. 75-76. 
21 Cf. 彼應於因於果執麥等外種，說雛世俗，阿賴耶識所變現故┛言勝義者，阿賴耶識是實種子，

是一最種子實因緣性故，及為彼體故┛此二種子六種差別，法差別故┛(T31, 389a) Herein, 
Vasubandhu provides a slightly different interpretation to the same stanza, cf. T31, 329b. 
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is established. 

3.4 THE DEPENDENT ARISING THAT DISTINGUISHES 

THE INTRINSIC NATURE 

Then, as for the SVPS in dependence on the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ, giving rise to all 
dharma-s, what is to be examined is how the seeds of perfuming of words 
manifest the phenomenal world. 

In MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha, Asaṅga cited a verse from 
Abhidharma-mĀh‾y‾na-sūtrĀ: 

Dharma-s are lodged in consciousness, and the consciousness is also lodged in 
dharma-s; eternally they are mutually effect and cause.22 

3.4.1 The mutual causality 

First of all, it is necessĀry to understĀnd whĀt the “dharma-s” mean in the 
verse above. Xuan-zang and Param‾rtha have different translations on its 
following sentence, mainly varying in the interpretation of the word 
“dharma-s”: 

Xuan-zang: “In the first Dependent Arising [i.e. SVPS], these two 
consciousnesses [i.e. ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ and active consciousnesses (轉識)] are causal 
conditions to each other.”23 

Param‾rthĀ: “In the first Dependent Arising, dharma-s ( 諸 法 ) and 
consciousness are mutually causal conditions.”24 

Hereupon, Xuan-zang’s translation interprets “dharma-s” only as the active 
consciousnesses, in other words, what are mutually conditional causes are 
‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ and the other consciousnesses. 25  When translating in this 
manner, Xuan-zang must have clearly noticed the context, which is talking 
about the mutual relationship between active consciousness and 

                                                             
22 諸法於識藏，識於法亦爾┛更蔭為果性，亦常為因性┛(T31, 135b) cf. sĀrvĀdhĀrm‾ hi ‾līn‾ teṣu 

tĀt tĀth‾| ĀnyoyĀṃ phala-āh‾venĀ hetu-āh‾venĀ sĀrvĀd‾|| (Lamotte, 
MĀh‾y‾nĀsĀṃgraha, p. 70.) 

23 朅於第一緣起中，如是二識蔭為因緣┛(T31, 135b) 
24 朅於第一緣生中，諸法與識更蔭為因緣┛(T31, 115c) 
25 This interpretĀtion cĀn āe Ālso seen from AsvĀāh‾vĀ’s commentĀry. 
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‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ.26 

Nevertheless, Param‾rthĀ’s trĀnslĀtion as dharma-s is not against the 
doctrine of mere-cognition at all. Firstly, just as we read it in 
MĀh‾y‾nĀsūtrĀlĀṃk‾rĀ that the untrue conceptualization (ĀāhūtĀ-parikalpa; 
虛妄再別) is bifurcated into grasped — which comprises location(句), object(義) 
and body(身 ) — and grasper — which consists of the seven active 
consciousnesses 27 , thus it indicates the eighteen elements arise from 
‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ. Secondly, VĀsuāĀndhu’s commentĀry Ālso uses the word 
“dharma-s” rĀther thĀn spelling out them to be just active consciousnesses. 
Thirdly, in VĀsuāĀndhu’s Triṃśik‾ (唯識Х十頌), it is clearly stated: “this 
development of consciousness is the conceptualization (vikalpa; 再別) and that 
which is conceptualized (yad vikalpyate;所再別).28 According to late Yog‾c‾rĀ 
interpretation, the conceptualization refers to perceived aspect (nimitta-āh‾gĀ; 
相再) and conceptualized, perceiving-aspect (dĀrśĀnĀ-āh‾gĀ; 見再)29 — both 
of which are developed from ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ. Therefore, it seems that dharma-s 
developed by ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ should not only comprise active consciousnesses. 

Consequently, the dharma-s which have mutually causal relationship with 
‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ are not only active consciousnesses but also the world of 
phenomena i.e. the twelve bases (dv‾dĀś‾yĀtĀnĀ). As ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ is also 
referred as all-seeds (sĀrvĀāījĀkĀ), what this mutually conditional causality 
amounts to is that the dharma-s as eighteen elements are the manifestation of 
the seeds stored in ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ, meanwhile, they also have the function of 
perfuming new seeds. 

It should be noted that the seeds here refers to those of perfuming of words 
(雛言熏習種子). Thus, the following question is how the seeds of perfuming of 
words manifest the phenomenal world. 

3.4.2 The seeds of perfuming of words 

As noted above (§ 3.3), Yog‾c‾rĀ’s theory of seeds comes from SĀutrĀntikĀ, 
who employs the metaphor of seeds to signify the karmic potentiality. Even in 
the eĀrly Yog‾c‾rĀ, seeds are concerned with karmic retribution. Thus it is not 
difficult to understand the establishment of seeds of perfuming of 

                                                             
26 Some scholars consider VĀsuāĀndhu’s notion of “pariṇ‾mĀ” (transformation; 轉變) merely 

refers to the course that active consciousnesses arise from ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ. See Koitsu 
Yokoyama, “VĀsuāĀndhu’s Vijñ‾nĀ-pariṇ‾mĀ (世親的識轉變),” in Mere-cognition Thought 
(唯識思想), ed. Jikido Takasaki, trans. Li Shijie (Taipei: Hua Yu Press, 1986), pp. 157-204. 

27 See T31, 613c-614a. 
28 vijñ‾nĀpĀriṇ‾mo ’yĀṃ vikalpo yad vikalpyate/ (DhĀmmĀjoti, “VijñĀptim‾trĀ in CWSL,” in 

Doctrines of the EĀrly IndiĀn Yog‾c‾rĀ, 2013, p. 1) cf. 是諸識所變，再別所再別┛(T31, 
61a) 

29 See Cheng-wei-shi-lun (耜唯識論), T31, 38c. 
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existence-factors. However, all these seem to have nothing to do with the 
external world. Then, how does Yog‾c‾rĀ develop the concept of seeds of 
perfuming of words? 

Sarv‾stiv‾dĀ’s categorization of cause and fruits probably contributes a lot 
to this issue of Yog‾c‾rĀ. 

In terms of developing the cognitive object, Sarv‾stiv‾dĀ’s notion of fruit of 
dominance (adhipati-phala; 增Ц果) comes to Yog‾c‾rĀ’s support, which links 
the external world with karma. SĀrv‾stiv‾dins consider thĀt there Āre common 
karma-s shared by a collection of beings, which are called collective karma-s. 
These collective karma-s are able to produce fruits of the same category — the 
fruit of dominance — such as mountains and rivers. 30  Nevertheless, for 
Sarv‾stiv‾dins, what is produced is also real dharma. Yog‾c‾rĀ, Āccepting the 
SĀutrĀntikĀ’s theory of karmic seeds, absorbs the idea of the fruit of dominance 
together with collective karma, thus makes it possible that the karmic seeds are 
able to develop the whole of external world. But from its perspective of 
mere-cognition, Yog‾c‾rĀ on the one hĀnd objects the real existence of 
dharma-s which is insisted āy SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ, on the other hĀnd mĀintĀins the 
existence of untrue conceptualization31 or ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ as seeds, which is 
contrary to Sautrantika’s stand that seeds are just conceptualized existents 
without real entity. Accordingly, the seeds of perfuming of words which give rise 
to the totality of world as unreal conceptualized are established. 

On the other hand, in terms of perfuming the seeds, Yog‾c‾rĀ introduces 
the Sarv‾stiv‾dĀ’s idea of co-existent cause (sĀhĀāhū-hetu; 俱生因 ). In 
Abhidharma-mĀh‾viāh‾ṣ‾-ś‾strĀ, the co-existent cĀuse is defined Ās “[i] ‘not 
mutually separated (Āvin‾-āh‾vĀ)’, [ii] ‘shĀring the sĀme effect’, [iii] ‘mutuĀlly 
ĀccordĀnt with one Ānother’. This co-existent cause is definitely found in the 
three periods of times and produces the virile effect (puruṣĀk‾ra-phala).”32 For 
example, the Great Elements, depending on each other, having rūpĀ as their 
common effect, are mutually co-existent cause. In a similar way, 
MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha depicted the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ and defiled dharma-s as mutual 
causes: 

The ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ and those defiled dharma-s are simultaneously cause to 
each other. How can [such a simultaneous causation] be observed? This is like the 
simultaneous arising of a flame and the burning of the wick being mutually 
[caused]. It is also like reed-bundles which, mutually supporting one another, 
[stand up] simultaneously without collapsing. The principle herein of mutual 

                                                             
30 See Dhammajoti, SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ AāhidhĀrmĀ, pp. 234-5, 557-9. 
31 See MĀdhy‾ntĀviāh‾gĀ-k‾rik‾: ĀāhūtĀpĀrikĀlpo 'sti…/ cf. 虛妄再別有 T31, 464b. 
32 Dhammajoti, SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ AāhidhĀrmĀ, pp. 196-7. cf. 問◇何故雛俱有因？俱有是何義？答◇

不相離義是俱有義◆趨一果義是俱有義◆相隨順義是俱有義┛此俱有因定通Х世有士用果┛

(T27, 85b) 
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causation is to be understood likewise. Just as the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ serves as the 
cause for the defiled dharma-s, those defiled dharma-s likewise serve as the cause 
for the ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ. It is only on such a basis [of simultaneous causation] that the 
hetu-pratyaya-s are established, for [apart from this], the other hetu-pratyaya-s 
are not apperceived (na upalabhyante).33 

It is to say, the manifestation as defiled dharma-s is the effect of the seeds; 
at the same moment, new seeds are perfumed by the defiled dharma-s — this 
is the only meaning of causal condition. At this matter, both Vasubandhu34 and 
Asvabh‾vĀ35 explain such simultaneous causality as co-existent cause. Then 
what is their same effect? Cheng-wei-shi-lun spells out that it is the virile effect 
(士用果).36 Thus, Asaṅga call this kind of Dependent Arising as simultaneously 
mutual causality “suātle (*sūkṣm‾) and very profound (*ĀtigĀmāhīrĀ) in 
Mah‾y‾nĀ.”37 

NotwithstĀnding, it does not meĀn thĀt Yog‾c‾rĀ’s simultĀneous cĀusĀlity 
is tĀntĀmount to SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ’s co-existent cause. One distinct difference is 
that, for Sarv‾stiv‾dins, what has cause efficacy must be a real dharma; 
however, for Yog‾c‾rĀ, Ālthough the mĀnifestĀtions of seeds cĀn engender new 
seeds by perfuming, they are untrue imagined in nature, only seeds are relative 
existence. Another variance is the issue of temporality, Sarv‾stiv‾dins clĀim real 
existent throughout three periods of time while Yog‾c‾rĀ-s only admit present 
existent. 

In short, Yog‾c‾rĀ’s notion of SVPS is largely influenced by SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ’s 
theory of fruit of dominance and co-existent cause. The former makes it 
possible that SĀutrĀntikĀ’s theory of karmic seeds could be compatible with 
developing the world of phenomena; the latter established Yog‾c‾rĀ’s centrĀl 
idea of simultaneously mutual causality that seeds turn to manifestations while 
manifestations perfume new seeds. 

 

                                                             
33 Ibid., pp. 204-5. cf. 復次阿賴耶識與彼雜染諸法，趨時更蔭為因┛胤何可見？譬如明燈，焰

炷生燒，趨時更蔭◆又如蘆束蔭相依持，趨時不倒┛應觀此中更蔭為因，道理亦爾┛如阿

賴耶識為雜染諸法因，雜染諸法亦為阿賴耶識因┛唯就如是安立因緣，所餘因緣不可得故┛

(T31, 134c) 
34 如是顯示有俱有因┛由因現在住即見果生故┛(T31, 328b) 
35 阿賴耶識能依種起，俱有因義，即阿賴耶與諸轉識┛朅離如是俱有因攝內外種子┚阿賴耶識，

所餘因緣定不可得┛(T31, 388ā) It is noted thĀt AsvĀāh‾vĀ interprets the defiled dharma-s 
as active consciousnesses. 

36 能熏生種，種起現行，如俱有因，得士用果┛(T31, 10a) 
37 於大乘中極細甚深┛(T31, 134c) 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The definition of Dependent Arising in early Buddhism seems to allow the 
co-existence of conditions and conditioned(s). In sutta-piṭaka, the word “cĀuse” 
is sometimes used as a synonym of “condition”. 

Early Yog‾c‾rĀ’s interpretĀtion of Dependent Arising is the definition of 
other-dependent intrinsic nature as twelve-factored Dependent Arising, and its 
karmic sense is distinctively highlighted. Then, MĀh‾y‾nĀsaṃgraha elaborates 
two kinds of Dependent Arising, i.e. the Dependent Arising that distinguishes 
the intrinsic nature (SVPS) and the Dependent Arising that distinguishes the 
agreeable and the disagreeable (IAVPS). SVPS refers to ‾lĀyĀ-vijñ‾nĀ 
engendering totality of world as eighteen elements, the course as 
manifestation-perfuming of the seeds of perfuming of words. IAVPS refers to 
twelve-factored Dependent Arising, whose aspect of karmic retribution is 
emphasized.  

In terms of IAVPS, Yog‾c‾rĀ Ādopts Sautrantika’s theory of karmic seeds 
pertaining to a person’s serial continuity. By integrate the seeds theory with 
SĀrv‾stiv‾din’s theory of simultĀneous cĀusĀlity, Yog‾c‾rĀ estĀālished its 
notion of IAVPS and seeds of perfuming of existence-factors. 

As for SVPS, Yog‾c‾rĀ introduces from SĀrv‾stiv‾dĀ āoth the theory of fruit 
of dominance and co-existent cause, by which the simultaneously mutual 
causality that seeds develop as manifestations the active consciousnesses and 
the phenomenal world, while manifestations perfume new seeds. Thus the 
seeds of perfuming of words are established. This is the meaning of SVPS. 
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